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Summary

High-fidelity color pictorial displays that incor-
porate depth cues in the display elements are cur-

rently available. The intuitively advantageous use of

three-dinmnsional (a-D) display" of three-dimensional
int'ormation, rather than the use of conventional two-

dimensional display of such information, is being pur-
sued within the flight display community. These

efforts have been particularly intense for hehnet-

mounted head-up display applications, as the display
of stereoptically cued information is readily available

with binocular helmet systems. Additional investiga-
tions have also been conducted with electronic shut-

ters or polarized filters used in head-down applica-

tions (rather than helmet-mounted optics) to present
separate left- and right-eye views. The application of

depth cuing, through stereopsis, to advanced head-

down flight display concepts offers potential enhance-

ments in pilot situational awareness and improved

task performance, but little attention has been fo-

cused on a fundamental issue involving its use. The

goal of this research was to determine whether the

use of head-down stereoscopic displays in flight ap-

plications wouht degrade the depth pereei)tion of pi-

lots when changing from such displays to a real-world
view.

Stereoacuity tests are traditionally used to mea-
sure the real-world depth perception of a subject.

Stereoacuity is the sinallest detectable difference in

depth between visual targets. This difference can

be deternfined from measurement of a subject's at-

tempts at placing to the stone depth two targets

originally positioned at different distan('es from tile

subject (Howard-Dohnan measurement technique).

Night transport pilots flew repeated simulated land-

ing approaches using both nonstereo and stereo 3-D
head-down pathway-in-the-sky displays. At the de-

cision height of each approach, the pilots changed to

a stereoacuity test that used real objects.

Statistical analysis of st,'reoacuity measures (con>
parison of data for a control condition of no exposure

to any electronic flight display with the data for the
change from nonstereo displays and from stereo dis-

plays) revealed no significant differences for any of

the conditions. Tile mean values of stereoacuity for

each condition, averaged over pilots and replicates,

are presented. (The data. for each individual pilot

are also presented.) Tests for statistical significance
for tile individual data did reveal some differences. In

only one instance was stereoaeuity degraded from the

control condition, and that cz_sc was significant only

for tile change from nonstereo displays. In all other
cases there were either no differences or the stereo-

acuity was improved over that of the control con-

dition. Clearly, changing from short-term exposure

to a head-down stereo display has no more effect on

real-world depth perception (based on stereoaeuity)

than changing from a nonstereo display. However,
depth perception effects based on size and distance

judgments and on long-term exposure remain issues

to be investigated.

Introduction

The intuitively advantageous use of three-

dimensional (3-D) display" of three-dimensional infor-

mation, rather than the conventional two-

dimensional display (with or without perspective) of

such information, is being pursued within the flight

display community. These efforts }lave been particu-

larly intense in the area of helmet-mounted head-up

display applications, as the display of stereoptieally

cued information is readily available with binocular

helmet systems. Additional investigations have also

linen conducted in which electronic shutters or polar-

ized filters, Lather than helmet optics, were used in

head-down display applications, to present separate

left- and right-eye views (reN. 1 and 2).

Current electronic display technology can provide

high-fidelity color pictorial displays that incorporate

depth cues by the use of various stereoptic tech-

niques. The technology has ew)lved to the point
that these displays can be provided in a head-down
enviromnent under flicker-fl'ee conditions with vir-

tually no operator discomfort (reN. 3 to 5). The
application of depth cuing, through stereopsis, to

advanced head-down flight display concepts offers po-

tential enhancements to pilot situational awareness

and improved task perfornlance (refs. 6 to 11). How-

ever, the constraints imposed by the techniques of

stereoscopic viewing must be flflly understood in or-

der to adequately realize and exploit the depth cuing
enhaneenmnts. Also, since these techniques do not

faithfully reproduce all real-worht depth perception

cues, there is concern in tim flight display research

community that depth perception losses nmy occur

when pilots view stereo displays that do not provide

all the real-worht depth cues found in nature or when

distortions in particular depth cues are introduced by

optical misaligmnents in the viewing system (ref. 12).

A flmdamental and imt)ortant issue involves the de-
termination of whether the use of head-down stereo

displays in flight applieathms will degrade the depth

perception of pilots when changing from such dis-

plays to the real world.

Stereopsis techniques currently employed in head-

down display systems can be cont.rolled to not gen-

erate distortions by optical misalignments. (See sec-

tion entitled "Stereo Visual System Hardware" for



a brief discussionon stereo3-Ddisplaygeneration
with a time-multiplexingtechnique.)However,the
physicallyinterdependentrelationshipsbetweencon-
vergence,accommodation,andbinoculardisparity
cuescannot be maintained (refs. 3 and 13 to 17).

The time-multiplexing technique induces a percep-

tion of depth by imitating the convergence and binoc-

ular disparity cues of tile real world. However, the

accommodation cue (i.e., focus) remains constant

at the display surface, and thus the convergence-

accommodation relationship is violated. Studies

show that this relationship violation can be tolerated

to a certain degree while accurate depth perception

is maintained within that environment (ref. 18). The
research discussed herein addressed the issue of depth

perception effects in a different environment (i.e.,
the real world) after short-term exposure to stereo

3-D head-down flight displays that violate the nor-

real convergence-accommodation relationship.

While stereoacuity has been a traditional mea-

surement of depth perception abilities, it is a measure

of relative depth perception rather than of actual (or

absolute) depth perception. In addition to relative

depth, absolute depth perception (in terms of judg-
ment of sizes and distances) plays a role in the visual

landing task. The effects of the use of stereo displays

on absolute depth perception were not addressed di-

rectly by this study.

Because stereo depth cues are effective in human

vision only out to several hundred feet and because

the performance enhancements afforded by stereo

t)resentations are probably needed only for precision
aireraft maneuvers, likely initial applications for the

use of head-down stereo pictorial displays are for pre-

cision approach and landing, takeoff and climbout,

air-to-air refueling, and station keeping. Thus, ini-

tim applications of stereo displays in the flight envi-

ronment are likely to have the pilot switching to a

stereo display" mode for these precision maneuvers.

Typically, these nmneuvers are performed within a

relatively short time duration and constitute a short-

term exposure to stereo displays. Thus, it was felt
that it was appropriate for this study to address the

issue of short-term exposure to stereo displays.

Symbols, Abbreviations, and Definitions

d distance from the viewer

to the zero mark (location

of rods with no longitu-

dinal displacement) of the

ttoward-Dolman apparatus,
ill.

d !

S

x

o_

0

Abbreviations:

2-D

3-D

4-D

LCD

OTW

PFD

Definitions:

accomlnodation

binocular disparity

convergenco

Howard-Dolman apparatus

rod longitudinal displace-

ment from zero mark, in.

interoeular distance, in.

for asymmetric viewing, the

distance between the pupil
of the eye that is rotated
the most and the extended

centerline between both eyes

Laplace operator

for asymmetric viewing, the
lateral distance between the

extended centerline between

both eyes and the target

convergence angle, tad

visual angle, rad

angle generated by an eye's
line-of-sight vector and the

baseline between both eyes

two-dimensional

three-dimensional

four-dimensional

liquid crystal device

out-the-window

primary flight display

"A change in tile thickness

of the lens of the eye (which
changes the eye's focal

length) to bring the image

of an objecl into proper fo-

cus on the retina." (ref. 19)

"The difference in the

relative horizontal position

of the visual images of an

object on the left and right
retinas due to the lateral

separation of the eyes."

(ref. 19)

The rotational movement

of the eyes (inward or

outward) so that both eye's

lines of sight intersect at the
depth distance of the object

being fixated.
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convergenceangle

decisionheight

"Theangleformedbetween
thelinesof sightof the
twoeyeswhentheeyesare
fixatedona pointin space."
(ref. 19)

"With respectto tile op-
erationof aircraft,means
theheightat whicha deci-
sionmustbemade,during
anILS [instrumentlanding
system]or PAR[precision
approachradar]instrument
approach,to eithercontinue
theapproachor to executea
missedapproach."(ref.20)
In tile contextof thisex-
periment,decisionheight
wasutilizedto establisha
baselineheightat which
thepilot transitionsfrom
viewingcockpit,instrmnents
to lookingout thevehich_
windowsto obtaingr(mnd
visualreferences.

depthcuing
(bystereopsis)

stereoacuity

visualangle

Thedisplayof information
utilizingthedet)thdimen-
sion,introducedbymeans
of lateraldisparity.

"Theability to discriminate
depthordistancesoMyon
thebasisof lateralretinal
imagedisparity;usually
expressedasthesmallest
detectabledifferencein
depthof twotargets(in
secondsof arcof visual
angle)."(ref.19)

"Theanglesubtendedat the
eyeb/ tile linearextentof
anobjectin thevisualfield.
It determineslinearretinal
imagesize."(ref. 13)

Participating Pilots and Task

Eight active duty and operationally experienced

U.S. Air Force transport pilots participated in this

study. Each pilot had extensive experience in EC-135

large-bodied transport aircraft. The pilot's primary

task was to fly a four-dimensional (4-D) approach

using a pathway-in-the-sky primary flight display

(PFD) format and, at decision height, change to

an out-the-window (OTW) viewing mode for which

stereoacuity was then measured. (See fig. 1.) This

procedure simulated flying an instrumented approach

to decision height and the transition to looking out

the aircraft windows for the actual landing. It is at

the transition point that real-world depth perception

is very important, as many real-world visual cues are

used in the landing phase (motion parallax, texture

gradients, peripheral vision, streanfing, etc.). The

pilot must make judgments based on perceptions of

relative distances (such as touchdown thresholds and

runway traffic) and velocities, and all vital pieces of
information nmst remain true and undistorted.

In this experiment, stereoaeuity was first mea-

sured before the pilots were exposed to any kind of

visual display. This set of measures was used as the
control condition, representative of the normal, un-

affected stereoaeuity of the individual. The pilots

then performed the primary task repetitiously, in

randomized order, for the two primary flight, display

conditions (stereo and nonstereo). A typical landing

approach wa,_ performed over the period of 4 minutes,

which constituted a short-term ext)osurc to stereop-

sis for the stereo display condition examined. Four

trial repetitions (replicates) were performed in order

to ot)tain an average acuity level fl)r the display con-

dition specified.

Performance Metric and Experimental

Design

The performance metric of the study was stereo-

acuity, and the experiment was designed to exam-

ine the variability of tile pilot's stereoacuity at)out

the control condition after short-term exposure to
the two PFD conditions. The main factor of in-

terest in the experiment was the display condition.

The (tisplay conditions examine(t for the landing ap-

t)roach task were the presentation of the informa-

tion in a pathway-in-the-sky-based PFD in nonstereo

(i.e., no depth cues other than those provided by

perspective, size, shape, interposition, and motion

parallax) and stereo (i.e.; additional binocular depth
cuing provided by lateral-binocular disparity and

convergence).

The experimental procedure was designed so that,

after the pilot flew tile 4-D approach task for several

minutes to the decision height, the PFD would go

blank. This would cue tile pilot to change views to

the real-world stereoacuity measurement device, as
if the pilot were looking up from the cockpit, instru-

mentation and out the aircraft windows (luring the

landing phase. At this point a stereoacuit.y measure-

ment was taken and a subsequent trial initiated. The

measurement was verbally reported to the pilot fol-

lowing each trial.



Simulator Description

Tile sinmlator was assembled with the follow-

ing elements: mathenmtical model, computer imple-

mentatiom stereo visual system hardware (including

stereoacuity measurement device), graphics genera-

lion hardware and software, and simulator cockpit

(pilot evaluation station).

Mathematical Model

A simplified six-degree-of-freedom mathematical

znodel of an airplane was used in the study. Fig-

tires 2 an(t 3 present block (tiagrains of the model.

The transfer hmctions and gains were obtained em-

pirically to represent a fixed-wing generic transport

airplane. The inertial-axis velocities were obtained

by resolving the body-axis velocities of the simplified

model through the heading angle. These velocities

were then integrated to yield the inertial positions,

which are required l)y the graphics routines.

Turbul(,nce was introduced into the mathematical

model through the addition of gust components to

the b_)(ty-axis longitudinal and lateral velocity vari-
at)les. The h,vel of the turbulence was considered to

be mo(lerate to moderately severe by the participat-

ing pih)ts.

Computer Implementation

The mathematical model of tile airplane and the

simulath)n hardware drivers were implemented on

a VAX 11/780 computer in the Langley Crew Sta-

tion S.ystems I{esearch Laboratory (ref. 21). This

comt)uter syst('m solved the programmed equations
20 times a second. The average time delay from input

to output (1.5 times the sample perle(t) was approx-
imately 75 ms('('.

Pilot control inputs were transmitted to the

VAX 11/780 computer through sew_ral differential

inI)ut analog-to-digital converters. Display drive pa-

rameters were output to the flight display host graph-

ies computer via an Ethernet link. (See fig. 4.)

Stereo Visual System Hardware

The stereo visual system hardware operated on

the video signals supplie(t I)y the graphics genera-

tion system. These video signals presented a 60-Hz
noninterlaeed frame, 1024 x 1280 pixels in resolu-

tion, consisting of both the left- and right-eye stereo-

pair images. (See fig. 5.) The stereo visual system

hardware (fig. 6) separated the left- and right-eye

scenes and presented each alternately, at 120 Hz,

spread across the entire monitor screen (i.e., time-

multiplexc(t stereo, which results in a loss in vertical

resolution of approximately 50 percent), as shown in

figure 7. Liquid crystal device (LCD) glasses were

shuttered in synchronization with the stereo pair so

that the right eye saw only the right-eye scene and

the left eye saw only the left-eye scene, each at 60 Hz,
without flicker. The stereo visual system hardware is
described in reference 22.

Stereoacuity Measurement Hardware

Test apparatus. Depth perception, based on

a stereoacuity measurement, w_s assessed with a

Howard-Dolman test (rcfs. 13 to 15). Tile appara-

tus consisted of a uniformly lighted (ai)proximately

12 footcandles) enclosed wooden box with a small

window through which two black rods could t)e

viewed. The rods were of the same diameter (0.39 in.)

and, as viewed through the ot)ening, the tops and
bottoms could not be seen. Therefore, if the appara-

tus wa_s placed far enough away fl'om the viewer, all

extraneous depth cues (other than lateral disparity)

were virtually eliminated. This distance was set at
15ft.

The (lepth of tile re(is could be changed by the

viewer pulling strings attached to the rods. (See

fig. 8.) The lateral separation of the rods was 3.39 in.
When the rods were aligned, th_'y were at the same

distance from tile viewer or subject,. To measure

stcreoaenity, the viewer attempted to place the rods

at the same depth. Stereoaeuity was then measure(l

by the accuracy of rod alignment, indicated at the

top of the apparatus by rod separation (in longitu-

dinal depth) in centimeters. This measure of stereo-

acuity based on rod separation was valid only for the

particular <tistanee of the apparatus from the viewer.
However, expressing stereoaeuity in terms of visual

angle provided a mea,surement value indeI)en(tent of

depth placem('nt _)f the measuring device, tha_ is, the

ltoward-Dohnan test apparatus. To provide this in-

det)endent measure, the conversion of the stereoaeu-

ity value, in terms of rod displacement, to visual

angle was accomplished through calculation of the

convergence angles generated by the setup geometry

of the Howard-Dohnan test apparatus. This calcula-

tion is presented in the next section.

Setup geometry and visual angle conver-

sion. hs previously indicated, stereoacuity was

given hy tile longitudinal displacement of the

Howard-Dolman rods about a common central point.

(The rods were mechanically linked so that as one
traveled forward, the other traveled the same dis-

tance in the opposite direction.) It can be given in



visualangletermsasthedifferencebetweenthecon-
vergenceanglesgeneratedbytherods.Forthesetup,
oneassumestherodshavenolateralseparation.(See
fig. 9.) Thisassumptioncanbemadewith lessthan
1percenterrorinconvergence-anglecalculationif the
distanced from the viewer to the point at which the

rods are aligned is large enough so that the actual

lateral separation of the rods is negligible in terms

of convergence-angle calculation. (See appendix for

determination of minimum d.)

The simplified symmetrical geometry, as illus-

trated in figure 9, shows the rod longitudinal dis-

placement d' (and associated alignnmnt point), dis-

tance from the viewer d, and tire relationship between

the generated convergence and visual angles a and

& Stereoacuity is defined as the difference in con-

vergence angles, o_2 - c_1. By simple geonmtry this is

also equal to 2(01-02), which is the visual angle _ (in

radians). To convert the Howard-Dolman apparatus

measurement d I to visual angle, one substitutes for

a, where al and c_2 are calculated as follows :

C_1 = arctan[(i/2)/(d + d')]

_2 = arctan[(i/2)/(d - d')]

For small convergence angles (less than 10°) the

arctangent of the angle is approximately the angle

itself, and therefore, by substitution,

in radians. A simple conversion is then made from

radians into the more typical unit of seconds of arc.

Graphics Generation Hardware and
Software

The graphics generation software resided within

a Silicon Graphics IRIS 4D/70 GT Superworksta-

tion and consisted of the necessary transfornmtion

equations and the graphics data bases for the dis-

plays. The graphics displays were rendered at an

update rate of 20 Hz synchronized to the real-time

airplane simulation model. Delay time from sim-
ulation computer parameter output (and input to

the graphics system) to display update was approxi-

mately 125 msec (2.5 simulation frames). Figure 10
illustrates the geometric principle that was employed

to produce objects at various depths with the stereo-

pair generation software. The heavy horizontal line

represents the screen of the display monitor. To

present an object that appeared at the depth of the

screen, the object was drawn in the same location for

both stereo-pair views. For objects to appear behind

the screen, the object was displaced to the left for the

left-eye view and to the right for the right-eye view

(with the displacement reaching a maximum value

to place an object at infinity). For objects to appear
in front of the screen, a displacement to the right

was used for the left-eye view and to the left for the

right-eye view.

To generate this lateral displacement, which is

known as lateral disparity, left- and right-eye coor-

dinate systems were transformed from the viewer co-

ordinate system of the visual scene. The nonstereo

condition used a lateral disparity of zero, and the
stereo condition used disparities resulting from the

stereo-pair transformations. Clipping was employed
to limit each eye view to the display" surface bound-

aries. Simple perspective division was used to trans-

form the 3-D viewing volumes to 2-D viewports, for
which the centers were offset from the center of the

display screen by" half of the maximuln allowed lat-

eral disparity (i.e., that used to represent objects at

infinite distance).

Simulator Cockpit

A general-purpose pilot workstation configured

as the pilot side of a fixed-wing transport aircraft

was used for this study. (See fig. 1].) Pitch and

roll inputs were provided by a 2-degree-of-freedom

sidearm handcontroller with spring centering. Throt-

tle inputs were provided by a throttle lever that

utilized a voltage-referenced potentiometer as the sig-

nal source. Typical self-centering rudder pedals pro-

vided yaw inputs. No head-down instrumentation

other than the display monitor was utilized.

The 19-in. display monitor was mounted approx-

inmtely 19 in. from the pilot's eye position to yield a

total instantaneous field of view of 40 ° . The display

monitor was also tilted to provide a 17 ° line of sight

(from horizontal) over the top of the monitor. This

arrangement is typical of over-the-glareshield views

in most aircraft and provided a more realistic tran-

sition from head-down to OTW viewing when the

stereoacuity was measured. The monitor display sur-
face was maintained perpendicular to the pilot's line

of sight.

Experimental Results and Discussion

The investigation was designed as a full-factorial,

within-subjects experiment, with pilots P, display

type D, and replicates R as the main factors of
interest for this paper. With the exception of the

interaction of pilot and display type (P x D), the

higher order terms were pooled a priori with two
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other first-orderfactorsnot gernlaneto this study
(i.e., type of pathwayand locationof the clipping
planes)to increasethe error degreesof freedom.
Threelevelsofdisplaytypewerepresent:thecontrol
conditionofnodisplayexposure(thepretestresults),
transitionsafter exposureto the nonstereodisplay,
andtransitionsafterexposureto thestereodisplay.

Analysis of Objective Results

Thedatacollectedill theexperimentwereana-
lyzedwith a repeated-measures,univariateanalysis
of variancefor the stereoacuitymetric. Table1 is
a smmnaryof tile resultsof this analysis.There-
suitsexamineeachfactor,with Ncwman-Keulstest-
ing (ref.23)of individualmeanswithin thesignifi-
cant factorsbeingperformedat appropriatestages
in the analysis.(All testsweremadeat a 1-percent
significancelevel.)

Pilots

Tile main effectof pilot variabilitywashighly
significantfor all performancemeasures.Thisresult
is usuallyexpectedin aprecisiontask,andthepilot
wtriability wasthereforeisolatedfrom the rest of
the analysisby its inclusionasa mainfactorill the
experiment.Figure12presentsthe meanvaluesof
stereoacuity(averagedoverall conditions)of each
pilot. All thepilotsexhibitedverygoodstereoacuity
(lessthan1 minuteof arc),whilemostof thepilots
exhibitedexcellentstereoacuity(lessthan15seconds
of arc).

Display Type
The main effectof (tisplaytype wasnot sig-

nificant. Figure 13 presents the mean values of

stereoacuity (averaged over pilots and replicates) for

each display type.

Replicates

The replicate factor was not significant. As
no learning curve would be expected for tests of

stereoacuity, this result was expected.

Interaction of Pilot and Display Type

This second-order interaction effect was highly

significant. Figure 14 presents the mean vahles of

stereoacuity for each pilot for each display type. Tile
results of Newman-Keuls testing of the display-type

stereoacuity means for each pilot are also shown in

the figure. For pilot 2, the stereoacuity for the control

condition was significantly less than that for the non-
stereo transition condition. The difference between

6

the control stereoacuity mean and the stereo transi-

tion stereoacuity mean is not significant, and neither
is the difference between the two transition means

(stere() and nonstereo). For pilots 3, 5, and 6, the
control-condition stereoacuity mean is significantly

greater than the two transition stereoacuity means.
The differences between the transition stereoacuity

means are not significant.

Inferences From Experimental Results

When the factor of major interest in this study,

display type, was statistically analyzed, no significant
differences in the overall average stereoacuity mea-

sures were found for the comparison of the control

condition (no exposure to any electronic flight dis-

play) with the transition conditions (nonstereo and

stereo displays). Tests for statistical significance of

the data of individual pilots did reveal some differ-

ences. However, only one instance (pilot 2) was depth

perception degraded froin the control condition, and
that case was significant only for the transition from

nonstereo displays. In all other cases, there were ei-

ther no differences or the stereoaeuity was improved
over the control condition. It was concluded, there-

fore, that changing from short-term exposure to a
head-down stereo display has no more effect on real-

world stereoacuity than does changing from a non-

stereo display.

The data may also be examined ill a nmnner that

allows longer exposures to flight displays of either

type to be addressed. Each of the pilots was exposed

to the nonstereo and stereo displays in a different ran-

domized order to balance the experimental design,

so that issues of contbmous exposure tbr the individ-

ual display types cannot be addressed. However, an

analysis of variance of the effects of trial number on
stereoacuity can at least indicate any possible effects

of long-term exposure (approximately 3 hours) to

both display types in combination. Table 2 presents

a summary of the results of such all analysis for the

10 trials (plus the control condition) of the experi-

ment. The results parallel tile previous analysis in

that the significant factors were again tile pilot and
the second-order interaction of the pilot and trial

number). No signifcant differences in stereoaeuity
were detected for any of the trial numbers (fig. 15).

The significance of the second-order interaction, to-

gether with the significance of tile pilot factor and

tile insignificance of the trial number factor, indi-
cated that the differences in the stereoacuities of the

pilots varied from trial to trial, but that the aver-

age stereoacuity for each trial did not vary signif-

icantly. Therefore, the analysis revealed no effects

on stereoacuity from short-term exposure to flight



displaysthat alternaterandomlyt)etweennonstereo
andstereo.

Conclusions

A fundanlentalissueconcerningthe application
of stereoscopicdisplaysin head-downflight applica-
tionshasbeenaddressedwith thedeterminationthat
st.ereoacuityis unaffectedby tile short-termuseof
stereothree-dimensional(a-D) displays, hldeed, this

study determined that there are no more effects on
the real-world stereoacuity of individual pilots when

changing from short-term exposure to a head-down

stereo display than when changing from a nonstereo

display. These findings are important in ad(|ressing

the issue of suitability of stere() dist)lays for future

flight applications.

While stereoacuity has been a traditional mea-

surement of depth perception abilities, it is a men,sure

of relative depth percept.ion rather than of actual (or

absohlte) depth perception. In addition to relative

depth, absohlte depth perception (in terlns of judg-

ment of sizes and distances) plays a role in the visual

landing task. The effects of the use of stereo displays

on absolute depth perception were not addressed di-
rectly by this study. Further research is required to

determine if absohlte depth perception, in terms of

judgment of sizes and distances, is unaffected. Also,
the effects of long-term exposure to the mismatch of

convergence-acconnnodation (:ties provided by stereo
3-D displays remain an imt)ortant issue.

NASA I.angley Research Centre'
ttampton, VA 23665-5225

August 7, 1991
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Appendix

Placement of Howard-Dolman

Apparatus

Tile Howard-Dohnan stereoacuity measurement

apparatus should be placed far enough from the
viewer to accomplish the following two objectives:

(1) so that all extraneous depth cues other than
lateral disparity are eliminated (a distance of 15 It.

was selected), and (2) so that the asymmetric con-

vergence viewing case (the actual Howard-Dolman

test apparatus viewing condition) may be treated

as a symmetric viewing ease and therefore allow

conversion of stereoacuity measures to distance-

independent visual angle measures by simt)le geo-
metrical calculations. With reference to figure 16,

the simplified approximations for calculating conver-

gence angle c_ for both cases are

Symmetric case:

c_ = i/d (Approximation error < 1 percent for

a < 10 °)

Asymmetric case:

a = 2j/d (Approximation error

= [(3x 2 + j2)/ad21100)

Substituting i/2 for j in the a_symmetric case gen-

erates the symmetric-case convergence-angle approx-

imation. Therefore, if one also substitutes i/2 for j

in the approximation error equation for the asym-

metric case and solves for d, that will generate a

1-percent error. For the Howard-Dohnan apparatus,

x = 1.69 in., with half the average interocular dis-

tance (j) of 1.25 in. This results in a mininmm depth
placement of 1.5 ft., much closer than the 15 ft nec-

essary to eliminate the extraneous det)th cues. This

provcs that tim symmetric approximations and ge-

ometry can be used in calculation of the convergence

angles and, hence, in conversion to visual angle by

simple geometry.
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Table 1. Summary of Analysis of Variance for Display Type

Sum of

squares

Degrees of Mea_i

Factor freedom square F-test

Pilot 27 042.73 7 3863.25 67.03 **

Display type 109.92 2 5,1.96 0.95

Replicates 439.99

1 728.37

18731.11

Interaction of pilot and

display type

14

325

146.66

123.46

57.63

2.54

2.14

Pooled error

"Significance:

- Not significant at levels considered.

* Significant at 5-perceilt level.

** Significant at 1-percent level.

Significanee

(a)

Table 2. Sununarv of Analysis of Variance for Trial Number

Factor

Pilot

Tl'ial number

Replicates

Interaction of pilot and
trial mmfl)er

Pooh,d error

Sllnl of

squares

27042.73

406.05

397.99

5 846.07

1,1359.21

Degrees of
freedom

10

7O

261

Mean

square
3863.25

40.61

132.66

83.52

55.02

F-test

70.22

0.74

2.41

1.60

Significance

(a)

"Significance:

- Not significant at levels considered.

• Significant at 5-percent level.

• * Significant at l-percent level.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of simplified airplane model for lateral degrees of freedom. Control inputs are about
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Flight display format
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Figure 4. Simulation configuration.
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